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About This Content

The Collector’s Pack includes all of the wondrous sights and sounds of The Universim. The Art Book will take you on a visual
journey through the development of the game, from concept all the way to final. You will get an exclusive look at sketches,

concept art, 3D renders, and more in stunning quality. Additionally, while you peruse the artwork, you can treat your ears to the
game’s soothing Original Soundtrack. What’s not to love?

We are releasing the Collector’s Pack in two volumes to give us time to work on future content, but each volume is priced
accordingly. Volume 1 of this pack includes the artwork and music of the Stone and Medieval Ages, which is available

immediately. Modern and Space Age content will be included in Volume 2 at a later date.

This pack includes:

The first part of the stunning Digital Art Book, featuring 150 pages of sketches, concept art, 3D renders, and more from
the Stone and Medieval Ages.

A folders containing over 1000 high-quality art assets to give you even more visual pleasure.

The first part of the Original Soundtrack, which includes tracks from the Stone and Medieval Ages.

Track list:
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01_Building a New World
02_Into The Wild
03_Mother Planet
04_Tribal Heart
05_Nugget Life
06_Harvest Season
07_Springtime
08_Far Horizons
09_Frozen Mountains
10_The Planet
11_Winterscape
12_The Planet
13_Passion
14_Installation
15_Loading Screen
16_Main Menu Demo
17_Main Menu Horizons
18_Main Menu Expandable Universe
19_Wild Village
20_Mid Age
21_Exploring Worlds
22_Research Menu
23_Never Released
24_The Creation
25_Unknown Worlds
26_The Beginning
27_The One

Bonus Tracks

1. Magic
2. Light univers
3. Dense Atmosphere
4. Fantasy Dream
5. Mystery Space
6. The origin of the universe
7. Legacy of the Future
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Really fun old-school point and click game. And by "old-school" I mean it is appaently a remaster of the original game released
in 2005.

Yep. It is a 12 year old game. So don't expect it to run well on a PCMasterRace Windows 10 Beast rig with a 21:9 or 4k multiple
monitor set up.

It runs great on a Windows 7 toaster. Which actualy surprised me, being that it was developed for Windows 2000, Windows XP.
I did not need to set Win 7 to XP compatibility, but newer rigs than my 6 year old one may need to run the game in XP
compatibility mode. The game does not have settings to adjust like modern, next-gen games. Because the game was developed
in the early 2000's. When most computers were so similar, they were not needed. So, stop complaining if you can't get it to run
well on your $6000 Beast Rig. The game was made to play on Legacy machines.

That all said, the graphics show their age, but for gamers from "way-back-when", they were an amusing, colorful trip back in
time. For me, at least. A classic point and click game from a decade+ ago. When many Steam gamers were still toddlers. Or not
even a sparkle in their parents' eyes yet.

Great humor and music from back then, may be over the heads of younger folks who aren't too familiar with how things were
back in the 90's and early turn of the cnetury. Older gamers will *hopefully* appreciate the feeling of playing a game from our
"younger" days. (I was 39 when this game first came out, lol!)

It won't impress you with anything new, it isn't going to be like playing a newer next-gen game. But it is quirky, charming,
bright, colorful, casual, and amusing for some of us "old fogies". At the time of this review, it is 90% off. If you play on a
toaster, and have a few (or more) grey hairs, I think it is something you shuld get, just for the nostalgia and chuckles.

For you kids... yeah, yeah. It has Trading Cards, but no achievements. The Trading Cards are currently listed on the Market at
prices far higher than they are worth. You won't make profit, if that's all you are looking to do.

I thoroughly enjoyed it. Your Milage May Vary. Widely.. Until now I never knew the pain of watching my girlfriend run me
through with a guitar as she used her bird form to dash across a black and white city-scape to which I then exploded into maple
leaves... Thank you Chambara my life is complete.

TLDR: video first impressions and extended gameplay.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4JaIw4nFFQ0

Chambara is a local co-op brawler in which you play samurai birds fighting in high contrast maps with only a main weapon and
a throwing star to claim victory.

First off: this is a wonderful local co-op game and has every right to stand along side games like overcooked, smash bros and
towerfall in anyones line up of competitavce local co-op party games. My sole critique of the games is that its lack of an online
multiplayer mode will hurt the longevity of it on a playform like Steam. Chambara is also available on the PS4 but Steam and
the PC are not traditional local co-op platforms so this game may see rough long term returns.

Aside from that the gameplay, handling, sound, visual, combat, and general feel of the game are superb. You controls are fluid
and intutuive. The combat is fast paced and rewarding for clever play, and the visuals are gorgeous. The use of negative and
positive space put this games asethetic into another category on its own.

If you are looking for another local co-op when entertaining guests this should be a game you seriously consider.. I shot up weed
smoking aliens as a hotdog, I relished the experience 11\/10 .. The good:
- Addictive adventure
- Tattoo System
- Really beautiful graphic, seriously, i love it very much..
- Wide area
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- The discount at price

The bad:
- Kinda repetitive
- Uhm, very little sidequest?

Overall, i enjoyed it and if you are in action rpg like bastion, give this a try... What a piece of post-digestive material! Honestly -
what on EARTH are the devs thinking? It's early access, granted, but this is NOT worth the money demanded - even for free I
wouldn't wanna play it any longer than I already have. The menu is only usable via mouse? The music is horrible - but that's just
me - and the gameplay... oh, sorry, right... WHAT gameplay. The only motivator that kept me involved in this game, was me
lacking the ability to gracefully shut this thing down. I just ALT-F4 my way outta there... 300 seconds I can't unsee and unhear
in my lifetime... it even got me so\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off that I had to write this review..
The maturation of a genre. More "Civilization" in scope, feel, and satisfaction than even the popular "Age of Empires" series,
Rise of Nations is the world's first 4X RTS. A well-designed, well-executed paragon of strategy gaming. In many ways, Rise of
Nations is better than the strategy games that have come before it. It's smarter. It's more challenging. It gives you more to do. An
enormous game. Classic real-time gaming simply doesn't get much better than this. It's a blast with friends as well.. There really
isn't a game here. That says it all, but I'll cover the bases. Keyboard\/mouse controls work, but the gamepad does not (although a
gamepad control option is available). The game ran smoothly, but the visuals are boring and pretty much limited to what you see
in the screenshots...I haven't gotten past the first mission so I'm only assuming. The Sky Hawk itself is loaded with missiles and
guns, neither of which can be accurately aimed due to a lack of any sort of targeting reticle\/system. Fuel, ammo and armor can
be replinished from the supply points scattered around the map, but I have yet to find a way to actually pick them up or shoot
them to activate. So you eventually run out of either fuel, armor or ammo and the mission fails. Luckily I purchased this on sale,
so I'm not out a great deal of money, but I actually wouldn't recommend this "game" at any price unless it somehow gets
finished. If it does get fixed I'll update my review.. Is this the next block buster game? Is this the new cool tank game we all
have been waiting for?

No, probably not, but due to the fact that there's not much choice when it comes down to tank games, especially on Steam..It's
worth your while.

The graphics are okay, although a NOT animated track is pretty bad, the gameplay is easy and fun as long as you take this as a
quick tank shooting game between lunch and work.

It's nothing special, although you can see a certain amount of dedication that went into the creation of this game. Probably more
than in to the creation of this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 review after downing a bottle of Sake...

Anyway, get this game if you've got too much money on your hands, or if you just like to drive around in a tank.
But, don't expect the next Tank of Duty game.
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Basically, the Viking Forefathers pack but done right.

So the big issue with these factions, as with the other "Raider" culture of the Viking Forefathers, is that you need to conquer too
many territories to really stay a "raiding" faction. It should probably be dropped down by 10 settlements on each level of victory
condition. They also don't have any unique audio and just get those same old "barbarian" lines that were used in both Rome 2
and Vanilla Attila.

But other than that, the Celts have a lot going for them compared to other "Barbarian" factions:
- The raider camp building chain is great for setting up beachhead territories then raiding lots of money for a few turns before
pressing onward and converting them to holds (just make sure to set up a food source before further expanding).
- 100% Guerrilla deployment is a huge advantage in terms of setting up every battle in the game. Their units are generally solid
already (especially the Picts who have really strong infantry at the cost of no mounted generals) and this allows you to both push
really aggressive attacks and to set up really strong on the defense without having to tire your men out getting to the top of a hill.
- The unique event chain gives you a customizable general for free that is generally really solid early on, but you should consult
the Ollam Ri guide first if you want to *pict* what bonus stat you really want.
- Their prestige buildings are very good in the late game.

So, all in all, one of the better faction packs to get. Might even be one of the few worth full price.. In short: This game is a good
representaion of mixed martial arts and it is fun to play.
If you are into MMA and\/or into Deckbuilders, I think you will like this game. It offers A LOT for the price.

To go a bit more in depth.
I have been an MMA enthusiast for a long time. Pretty much from the start of the UFC in the mid 90s.
So I would say I have pretty extensive knowledge of MMA, and I also like deckbuilders, which this game essentially is.
This game captures the spirit of MMA and there is also a bunch of real gyms, real sponsors and real people represented in the
game which really adds to the flavor. There are plenty of known people in the MMA business, trainers and legends (People that
do not have an exclusive contract with the UFC).

The main game is a deckbuilder, with a bunch of other minigames included.
The deckbuilder part is for the fighting, where you basically have a Full deck of 40 cards, that make up 4 smaller decks, being
Standup offense, standup defense, groundgame offense and groundgame defense.
You can fully customize these decks.
The minigames are for training your character to get extra XP, unlock new outfits and moves.

When you create a new character you get to choose two disciplines, from Boxing, Kickboxing, Muay Thai, Wrestling and
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu. So already starting off, you can choose if you want to be focused on striking, grappling or both.

So starting off I chose Tristar as a gym. Being greeted by Firas Zahabi.
I personally chose a Boxer\/Wrestler so that I would be able to dictate where the fight takes place, so that I could take down
strikers and stand with grapplers. Maybe hit a big takedown at the end of the round against grapplers as well.
The cards I got early on represented this well, I basically focused on heavy strikes and holds on the feet and I upgraded my
"knee crank" card to level 3, which means I got three copies of it and I could use that to do serious damage on the ground as
well, and then I had a bunch of "stand up" cards, so that I could get up if I wanted to.
Once I progressed further I unlocked another style and chose BJJ so that I could add a submission game to my skills.

So each discipline brings different cards to the table, so that you can build your own style, or if you meet a bad matchup, you
can edit your deck, to counter his strengths and expose his weakness. As you progress in each style you also get new moves. So
yes it is a really good representation of MMA, even tho of course it is simplified in certain aspects.

The basic gameplay:
The fight starts on the feet.
You take turns attacking and defending.
The attacker gets 3 random cards from his standup attack deck.
The defender gets 3 random cards from his standup defense deck.
Then both players choose cards that they play, you can play several cards if you can cover their stamina cost.
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There are three target areas that cards represent, the head, the body and the legs.
A head attack card will for instance be blocked or partially blocked by another head card.
Then the cards are compared to see which cards hit, and which cards are blocked.
Some card have special effects on them, like for instance "takedown" which will bring the fight to the ground.
or "standup" which will bring the fight back up if you win that challenge.
Next turn the guy who just attacked will be defending instead.
When one guys health goes to 0, or he is knocked out or submitted the match ends. Or it can go to a decision.

The overall production value is good, even tho the animations are somewhat repetitive.
So yeah.. I would say it is a very very good MMA game, and lets be honest here.. for the price it is a steal!
A very pleasant surprise as I have never heard of this game before I saw it in new releases!
Two thumbs up!. I dont know much about WAKFU and its lore so this is a review based entirely on this movie\/episode and
nothing else.

I did enjoy this, but it left much to be desired. I purchased this to add another Studio Ghibli title to my collection. This was a
combination of Ankama, MADHOUSE, Studio Wyeth and of course, Studio Ghibli.

Some people will not like the fact this is a STREAMED movie. you do not get to download this. I was dissapointed I couldnt
download, but it isnt a big deal to myself.

STORY: 6\/10
Many unknowns and things I want to know about. Many of these questions are probably answered in the game or tv series.
To say the least I liked what was there, but would have liked more. It is all the unknowns that pull the rating down.(why is the
girl so special?)
The flow and plot was easy to follow and implemented just fine though.

This video did manage to get me interested and want to go watch the animated series.

AUDIO: 8\/10
I watched the english version because I dont know french.
Everything sounded good. Good effects where needed. Good voice acting. Good sound tracks.
The movie was clearly animated for french.

I would have watched in french however did not find the subtitles until AFTER I watched in english.... My own fault i guess.

ANIMATIONS: 7\/10
Like everything else, these were good. Just nothing amazing.

TLDR
This is not a movie\/short I will watch again....but am glad I watched it that one time.
I liked it.
Did not fall in love with it.
It was worth my $3.

Random side thought:
This movie would have been magnitudes better as a "spy fox" "putt putt" or "pajama sam" type of game. I dont know why, but
the entire time watching this those kept coming to my mind.
Be it good or bad, this movie\/short feels like, sounds like, looks like one of those types of games. I love those games. So I was
happy with it.. While the game supports up to 10 players, I've only played it with 4.

It's great. Depending on who you play with, it can quickly turn hectic.
Either through skill or desperation, teamwork is necessary to complete
most of the levels. The feeling you get when you've done so is wonderful.
But the feeling you get when you have 1 second left and your friend can't
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seem to go through the fkn door is equally wonderful in it's own way.

Pros:
- Great value ($5 for a couple hours of fun for up to 10 people?!)
- Very easy to play
- Fun to just watch as well!

Cons:
- No music\/sounds (am I missing something here?)
- Sometimes our phones would disconnect (but easy to fix)

Great job with the game. Add more levels!. A pretty nice wee game with some nifty graphics and an interesting concept- my
playtime is not reflectice of the length of the game, due to leaving it running while at work on two occasions so just expect 3-5
hours of gentle storytelling and a few annoying jump puzzles.

I'm recommending it, but will understand those who don't.
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